ProScreen™
Drugs of Abuse Test Cup

- Made in the USA
- Zero Exposure to Donor Specimen - One-Step
- Test for up to 12 Drugs
- Donor Cannot Defeat Assay - Test Activated by Collector
- Built-in Specimen Validity Test Available
- Fewer False Positive Results from Common Medications
Instructions for ProScreen™ Cup with On-Board Specimen Validity Test

Step 1
Have the donor provide a specimen in cup. (Collector retains test cup lid.)

Step 2
Verify that temperature is within range on the temperature strip (90° - 100° F).

Step 3
Open foil pouch containing test lid. Have the donor screw the cap onto cup until tight.

Step 4
Tilt Cup on side to rest on tabs. Test will run automatically.

Step 5
On cups equipped with specimen validity test, read specimen validity results at the times specified on the color chart provided. If test pad colors are outside the normal range, open a new cup, collect a second specimen, and retest.

Step 6
Read the drug test results when the control lines are clearly visible.

Interpreting the Results

**NEGATIVE**
A Negative result is indicated by the presence of a test or “T” line for each designated drug.

**NEGATIVE**
The presence of a very light “T” line indicates a Negative result.

**POSITIVE**
A Positive result is indicated by the presence of a control “C” line and the absence of a “T” line. Wait 5 minutes to read positive results.

**INVALID**
An Invalid result is indicated when the “C” line is completely missing from one or more test windows. If this happens, run another test.